In this chapter, we present a number of sensitive measurement modalities for the study and analysis of human cancer-affected colon and gastric tissue using terahertz (THz) spectroscopy. Considerable advancements have been reached in characterization of bio-tissue with some accuracy, although too dawn, and still long and exhaustive work have to be done towards well-established and reliable applications. The advent of the THz-time-domain spectroscopy (THz-TDS) test modality at a sub-picosecond time resolution has arguably fostered an intensive work in this field's research line. The chapter addresses some basic theoretical aspects of this measurement modality with the presentation of general experimental laboratory setup diagrams for THz generation and detection, sample preparation aspects, samples optical parameters calculation procedures and data analysis.
Introduction
Terahertz (THz) (10 12 Hz) frequency band is a small section of the electromagnetic spectrum lying between the microwave and infrared (IR) regions sometimes referred to as THz gap or T-rays. There is no standard definition for the THz band, but it has most often come to refer to frequencies in the range of 0.1-10 THz [1] [2] [3] . The results of several studies [4] [5] [6] [7] using terahertz techniques started the breakneck race of even more studies towards biomedical applications of terahertz technology.
Terahertz technology advantages
The energies of THz radiation are significantly lower such that at 1 THz, the energy is about 4.1 meV [8] ; compared to X-rays (with photon energy typically in order of few keV [9] , i.e., few million times higher than that for THz photon energy), it is considered non-ionizing. In the absorption processes where THz waves interact with biological media, the Gibbs free energy conveyed in the THz photons beam is not sufficient to induce any chemical reactions [10] ; therefore, any measurement technique operating at this frequency range and at reasonably low power levels could be considered as non-invasive and offers higher contrast spectral features; almost all dielectric materials are transparent to THz radiation; it gives an unambiguous information concerning big molecules; it offers higher spatial resolution compared to infrared one, therefore much better for imaging purposes; meanwhile, IR frequency band brings only local information on molecules, gives only information on chemical binding between shortest neighbours, and THz radiation brings global information on molecules, gives information on the whole molecule and its specific rotation-vibrational modes [11] . So that the frequency band could be of paramount importance for the study and characterization of biological media.
The vibrational spectral fingerprint of biomolecules lies in this frequency range [12, 13] (and many materials of interest have unique spectral fingerprints in the terahertz range [14, 15] ), therefore, it can be used for theirs identification, making THz spectroscopy a promising sensing tool for biomedical applications and disease diagnosis.
Due to space constraints, we avoided, in the present chapter, broad practical considerations on methods, and by the nowadays, vast applications of THz spectroscopy. Being confident in having counted with the contribution of leading experts in the field of THz technology, we realize that the chapter will be concise and comprehensive. We aim at providing a representative overview of the current state of art of THz spectroscopy for cancer detection, as well as for colon and stomach cancer particularly.
The development of ultrafast lasers and the discovery of the Auston switch in the 1970s [16] led to a new generation of THz spectrometers in the early 1990s [17] that were able to generate and detect pulses of coherent terahertz radiation with unprecedented ease and sensitivity. The generation and detection diagram are presented in Figure 1 . 
Terahertz time-domain spectroscopy
Since 1990s, the research towards the application of THz spectroscopy to probe and characterize various biomolecules has advanced considerably. The THz time-domain spectroscopy (THz-TDS) is actually a spectroscopic technique in which the properties of a material are investigated using THz short pulses. Their generation and detection scheme is sensitive to the material's effect on both the amplitude and the phase. The technique can provide more information than conventional Fourier-transform spectroscopy (FTS), which is only sensitive to the amplitude. Therefore, it could be a useful analytical tool for materials study and characterization.
An ultrashort optical pulse (normally femtosecond [fs] in duration) is used to pump (illuminate) a photoconductive (PC) semiconductor creating pairs of photocarriers (electron-hole pairs). The photocunductive (PC) material changes suddenly from being an insulator into being a conductor. Then the conduction state leads to an abrupt electrical current across a biased kind of dipole antenna stuck on a semiconductor substrate referred to as photoconductive antenna (PCA). This changing current emits short pulse (~2 picoseconds [ps]) [18] THz electromagnetic field.
Typically, there are two electrodes stuck on a low temperature grown gallium arsenide (LTG-GaAs), semi-insulating gallium arsenide (SIGaAs), indium phosphate (InP) substrate or other semiconductor material. The electrodes are made in the form of a simple dipole antenna with a gap (G) of a few microns (~5 μm) and have a bias voltage up to 40 V between them (Figure 2) . And, the other one is the probe pulse, and goes through a translational stage to provide a relative periodical time delay [19] (typically controlled by changing the relative path between the pump and probe beams with a linear stage). Both the pump and probe pulses are derived from the same optical beam and, therefore, have the same duration, which typical has a range between 10 and 150 fs. Usually, another PCA is used as detector, which, interacting with the probe, generates an electrical signal proportional to the amplitude of the THz pulse for that particular time delay, that is, it samples the THz signal in the detector. There are other methods besides that based on photoconductive antennas, such as based on optical rectification, wherein, by passing high-intensity femtosecond laser pulses through a transparent crystal such as zinc telluride (ZnTe), gallium phosphide (GaP), and gallium selenide (GaSe), a terahertz short pulse is generated in this case biasing is not needed. The process is nonlinear where anyone of above mentioned crystals is suddenly electrically polarized at high laser intensities (amplified). The so changing electrical polarization emits terahertz radiation.
The detection process is similar with that for generation (PC detection). To do that, the bias electrical field across the detecting PCA is generated by the THz electric field pulses this time. The THz electric field generates current across the receiving PCA connections wires. A low-noise amplifier is used for the signal amplification. And, finally, the amplified current is the measured parameter, which is proportional to the THz field transient. A lock-in amplifier (LIA) is also used to demodulate the signal, and this avoids 1/f (flicker) noise problems that are present in the detector-limited measurement scheme.
The THz signal is directly measured as a function of time, and the frequency spectra of both sample material signal and reference (without sample) one are obtained by a numerical Fourier transformation. Further calculations of the obtained spectra yield the spectroscopic information of the sample material under study. Since the measurements are made on electric field instead of intensity, both amplitude and phase can be determined at once, thus leading to the calculation of the sample's frequency-dependent optical constants such as absorption coefficient and the refractive index. This is an advantage compared to the well-established Fourier transform spectroscopy (FTS), which is based on the intensity detection with recourse to Kramers-Kronig [20] data treatment, with all the uncertainties associated.
Terahertz spectroscopy for cancer detection is arguably among the most active research topics within the research groups in the field of T-rays' technology. The utmost importance of the information obtained by THz spectroscopic technique has incentivized the researchers to keep seeking for efficient source and sensitive detectors. As was stated previously, this chapter will not provide a full review of the works performed in this field. It otherwise intends to show (on the base of selected few previous works) the potential of this technique for gastrointestinal (GI) cancer detection particularly.
A THz-TDS is a pump-probe-like technique [21] since the signal and reference are measured by sampling using a delayed probe optical pulse, taking the form of a time trace with subpicosecond resolution. The signal-to-noise ratio (SNR) is much higher than that of Fourier transform infrared spectroscopy (FTIR) [22] . The Coherent-gated detection gives a noise equivalent power of ~10−16 W/√Hz, which is six orders of magnitude better than the pyrodetectors, normally used in Fourier transform spectrometers. A typical setup diagram for THz-TDS measurements is shown in Figure 3 .
Time-domain terahertz spectroscopy in reflection geometry
In this modality, the measurements can be performed by reflection geometry (Figure 4) as well as by attenuated total reflection (ATR) [23] [24] [25] ; the use of an evanescent wave (i.e., a THz wave illuminates the interface of two media, with different refractive indices n 1 and n 2 , at a certain critical angle θ c , and the wave is totally reflected at the interface). Then, part of the wave enters and propagates through the studied medium at a short distance (known as evanescent wave). This method is required in measurements involving strongly absorbing materials and in transmission geometry involving no or slightly absorbing ones. As the THz signal is extremely weak in the order of >10 μW [26] , an lock-in amplifier (LIA) is used to extract the signal from the thermal background. Due to the coherent and gated detection nature of the THz-TDS technique, the signals are almost unmasked by the thermal background noise. A computer controls the delay line, reads the LIA values at each position and records the THz pulse waveforms. The amplitude and phase information of the THz field, as foretold, are accounted at once [27] . The THz properties of samples are measured with the difference between the generated THz pulse, E ref , and the transmitted sample THz pulse, E s : using Fast Fourier Transform, these signals provide complex-valued optical properties such as refractive indices, absorption coefficients, dielectric constants and
conductivities.
The technique provides more information if compared with a conventional Fouriertransform spectroscopy (FTS), which is only sensitive to the amplitude. THz radiation has several distinct advantages over other forms of spectroscopy: Examples which have been demonstrated include several different types of explosives [28] , polymorphic forms of many compounds used as active pharmaceutical ingredients (API) [29, 30] in commercial medications as well as several illegal narcotic substances [31] . Since many materials are transparent to THz radiation, these items of interest can be observed through visually opaque intervening layers, such as packaging and clothing. Though not strictly a spectroscopic technique, the ultrashort width of the THz radiation pulses allows for measurements (e.g., thickness, density, location of defects) on difficult to probe materials (e.g., foam) [32, 33] .
Data analysis: reflection geometry
The optical parameters of a sample may be evaluated using reflection or transmission as mentioned above. For high THz absorption media, such as fresh biological tissues, there is a limit of sample thickness for THz-TDS in transmission geometry. Over that limit, reflection geometry must be used (Figure 3 ).
Once temporal measurements are made and profiles of the sample signal and reference one are obtained, the optical parameters, such as refractive index and absorption coefficient, are then calculated. They are extracted using the following expression [34, 35] .
Where E s (ω) is the measured electric field of the pulse reflected at the interface window-sample,
is the measured electric field of the pulse at the front surface (air-window) of the sample holder, r w,s is the complex reflection coefficient for the window-sample interface to be calculated and t a,w and t w,a are, respectively, the known transmission coefficients for air-window and window-air interfaces.
Since the absorptions of the air and window are negligible (normally), the above transmission coefficients are assumed to be real; the n w is the known refractive index of the medium used as reference (window material) and d is the effective thickness of the window, which can be calculated from
where d w is the thickness of the sample holder's window and φ is the reflection angle on the back side of the window (in contact with the sample). The known and measured quantities in Eq. (2) allow the determination of r w,s (ω), which can be written in its complex form
where A is the amplitude and ϕ is the phase. Considering the case of normal incidence, where the reflection and transmission coefficients have simpler forms, the complex reflection coefficient becomes 4), we obtain for the sample index of refraction the following expression [36] :
And for absorption coefficient
In reflection geometry, the extraction of these frequency-dependent parameters is a bit more complicated than in transmission one, as can be seen in the following section. Similarly, for the transmission, both reference and sample signals are recorded. However, apart from a temporal shift of the sample and the reference pulse due to the reference window material, an additional spatial shift occurs due to refraction and the absorption data are contained within the phase information of the measurement, which is sensitive to system artefacts. Additionally, there is one more difficulty arising due to polarization change due to reflection under a specific angle that causes the reference and sample pulses to be differently polarized. This is relevant, since the sensitivity of the detector is polarization dependent.
Time-domain terahertz spectroscopy in transmission geometry
Measurement in transmission geometry (Figure 5) , the laser beam is also split into a pump and a probe beam and so on. The signal is first enhanced by a low-noise current amplifier and then sent to the LIA, which sends reference frequency to the chopper.
A delay stage with dc-motor actuator, driven by a motion controller, moves a set of mirrors either continuously or stepwise with adjustable waiting time between steps. The mechanical precision of the movement is typically about 0.1 μm corresponding to time shift of about 0.66 fs. In THz-TD spectrometer, three parameters are of interest: the delay stage waitingtime (t delay ); the LIA's time constant, the integration time (t LIA ); and the frequency of the chopper (ν chopper ). For a higher SNR and narrower amplifier bandwidth noise, longer t LIA is needed [37] .
Data analysis: transmission geometry
In THz-TDS measurements, the following assumptions are considered: (1) the sample under measurement is a homogeneous dielectric slab with parallel and flat surfaces, where the scattering of THz rays is negligible; (2) the incident angle of the THz beam is normal to the sample surfaces; (3) the transverse dimension of the sample is larger than the incident beam waist, so there is no diffraction; (4) the reference signal is measured under the same conditions as the sample signal; (5) the resolution of the measuring instrument is sufficiently high so that the quantization error is negligible, unless stated otherwise; (6) the measuring instruments are well calibrated; and (7) there is no human error in the measurements. Figure 6 shows a diagram of typical sample mounting in a container (sample cell) for in transmission THz-TDS. The THz pulse propagates through a sandwich formed by two windows and an inner space containing the sample.
The determination of frequency-dependent optical constants of a sample comprehends several steps, as illustrated in Figure 7 . Since the quantity provided by a THz-TDS measurement is a time-domain signal, then a physical model is required to relate the measured signal to the optical properties of the sample. Normally, the waveforms of the THz pulses have very narrow time widths (~0.25 ps). As already stated, two pulses are recorded in THz-TDS: one with an empty sample holder and the other with the sample placed. The measured signal is proportional to the electric field of the THz pulse. The pulse that propagates through the sample is called sample pulse, E s , and that propagating through the reference medium (with known dielectric constants) is the reference pulse, E ref
Knowing the time evolution of those pulses, it is possible to get the information about the frequency-dependent dielectric constants (absorption coefficient (α s ) and the refractive index (n s ) of the sample). It can be noticed that the THz signal propagates through both the reference medium and the sample, over a distance d (the thickness of the sample). Figure 7 presents a diagram representation of a THz-TDS in transmission geometry and data processing.
The Fresnel amplitude transmission coefficients through the interfaces, reference mediumsample and sample-reference medium, are expressed, respectively, as
Where n s (ω ) = n s − ik(ω ) is the complex refractive index of the sample. The real part of this expression denotes the refractive index of the sample and the imaginary one is related with the absorption coefficient.
Taking the Fourier transform of E(t),
The Fourier transform of the THz signal transmitted through the sample can be written as follow:
Where E 0 (ω) is the THz electric field shining on the first interface window-sample, t w,s represents the transmission coefficient of that interface, t s,w is the transmission coefficient of the second interface sample window and P h The Fourier transform of the THz signal transmitted through the reference can be written as
Comparing with the equivalent expression for the sample signal in Eq. (9), we observe that the transmission coefficients are absent since they are equal to unit. The ratio of the two signals, E s (ω) and E ref , gives the complex transmission of the sample, in some literatures, called transfer function. For normal incidence, this function can be expressed as [34] Terahertz Spectroscopy -A Cutting Edge Technology 256
The effect of multiple reflections in the interfaces, reference medium-sample and samplereference medium (i.e., Fabry-Pérot effect [38, 39] ), may be accounted for, by incorporating the factor FP(ω) as follows [40] ,
where
This effect could be, however, neglected in case the samples to be analysed are thick enough so that the Fabry-Pérot echo is considerably retarded, therefore, easily discriminable from the main signal. The aim is at find the absorption coefficient and the real refractive index of the samples. As was stated before, the ratio between the sample and the reference signal may be expressed as [41] ,
If in the experiments, THz transparent material be used as a reference medium then, M = n w ,
where n w represents the window's refractive index. Then for the refractive index and absorption coefficient of the sample, the following expressions can be written [42, 43] 
and
respectively.
In the process of extraction of the optical frequency-dependent parameters of materials, the dynamic range (DR) of a THz-TDS [44] is also taken in account. Due to the typical single-cycle regime of the THz pulse, the spectral amplitude is strong at low frequencies, and normally, a characteristic gradual roll-off occurs at high frequencies until the detected THz signal approaches the noise level at the experiment.
The DR of a THz-TDS setup is defined as the signal above the noise level of the spectrum. It is determined by the Fourier transformation of the measured temporal waveform (i.e., the spectrum of the THz radiation extracted from its time waveform in the scanning period, 0− T) above the noise level. The noise N includes the noise due to fluctuations in the THz field, N THz (t ) = R(t ) E THz (t ) , where T(t) is a dimensionless random ratio and N OPB is the background noise from the detection of the THz. The background noise includes the optical probe-beam (OPB) shot noise
in the detector, which is proportional to the recorded current and all noises in the detector gathered together, such as Johnson noise, amplification noise, thermal noise, the zero-THz-field photocurrent, etc.
Analytically, the DR can be expressed by the expression [45] .
where k(ω ) = E(ω ) / A THz with A THz representing the maximum amplitude of the THz field in time-domain is a factor dependent upon the actual waveform, δt is the temporal intervals at which the temporal waveform of the THz pulse is sampled, S = 1 / σ R is the temporal measurement signal-to-noise ratio (SNR), T is the sampling range, D = A / S B where A represents the maximum amplitude of the THz field in time-domain, is the temporal dynamic range, and
Actually, the DR limits the maximum magnitude of the absorption coefficient that could be observed along the higher frequencies. The effect of the DR may wrongly be perceived as an absorption peak in samples whose absorption rises with the rise of the frequencies, since the rise and the beginning of the rolling-off resemble a signal peak.
Thus, the maximum absorption coefficient, which can be measured reliably, corresponds to the situation where the sample signal is attenuated to a level approaching the noise level, that is, the maximum of absorption coefficient data reliable can be obtained only in the range within the DR of the experiment [44] :
Values of α larger than α max could cause the detector saturation and therefore cannot be measured.
Terahertz spectroscopy of colonic and gastric carcinoma
The intestine is part of the digestive system-a tube that begins at mouth, forms stomach, small intestine, the large bowel (colon and rectum) and ends with the anus. The colon and rectum are located in this gastrointestinal tract (GIT) [46] system [47] . It is made up of two main parts, the colon and the rectum, which are the lower part of the digestive tract measuring about 80-100 cm and 12-15 cm, respectively [48] . The colon absorbs large amount of water and salts from broken down food and the rectum stores the waste material until it is removed from our body through the anus.
Colon and rectum cancers are cancers starting in the colon and rectum, respectively. Since they have many features in common, they are very often called with a unique name of colorectal cancer. The colon and the rectum cancers develop slowly along several years. Before cancer development, a growth of tissue or benign tumour normally starts as a non-cancerous polyp (non-cancerous tumour) on the inner colon or rectum epithelium. With time, it becomes an adenomatous polyps or adenomas that are polyps potentially transiting into cancer stage.
The colon and rectum tracts are sections of the large intestine, a tube-like structure characterized by a wall consisting of layers such as mucosa (the inner lining layer), muscularis mucosa (a thin muscle layer outer limit of the mucosa), submucosa (the fibrous tissue beneath the muscularis), muscularis propria (a thick muscular layer) and subserosa and serosa (the outmost layer of connective tissue covering most of the colon but not the rectum) (Figure 8 ).
Colon and gastric cancers are among the most commonly diagnosed cancers and death cause worldwide [50] . Early diagnosis is of utmost importance for in-time treatment. THz-TDS has demonstrated the capability to distinguish between normal and cancerous tissue as was stated and well referenced previously in this chapter. Presently, several THz-TDS systems are commercially available [51] ; some of them being directly derived from laboratory setups, while others are compact and integrate with more sophisticated man-machine interfaces. There are, however, still many challenging issues to overcome, such as better understanding of THz wave-biological tissue interaction, which could enable the development of reliably and powerful THz diagnostic systems even for early cancer diagnosis. Terahertz Spectroscopy for Gastrointestinal Cancer Diagnosis http://dx.doi.org/10.5772/66999
Conclusions
Owing to the fact that THz waves have very low photon energy, that is, energy levels of few milli-electronvolt, which is well below the ionization energies of atoms and molecules [52] , they do not pose any ionization hazard for biological tissues. The characteristic energies of biological media, because of molecular motions, such as rotational and vibrational ones, lie in the THz frequency band, allowing THz waves to directly detect their spectral signatures. Due to that, there is a worldwide interest in the exploitation of this frequency band and related techniques (spectroscopy and imaging) for biomedical application in the last two decades with much more terahertz spectra being reported in spectroscopic studies of cancer, particularly.
Water is essential in biological systems [53] , and it plays a key role as the solvent in molecular reactions. It shows characteristic absorption features mainly the infrared (IR) and THz bands, due to which its resonance is related to symmetric stretch, bending, libration and rotation, which are modified by hydrogen bonding in the liquid state. THz waves are very sensitive to water content and strongly attenuated by water in which biological molecules reside [54] [55] [56] [57] . The presence of cancer often causes increased blood supply to affected tissues and a local increase in tissue water content may be observed [58] [59] [60] : this fact acts as a natural contrast mechanism for terahertz spectroscopy of cancer. Furthermore, the structural changes that occur in affected tissues have also been shown to contribute to terahertz spectroscopy contrast.
The THz techniques as THz-TDS, providing broadband information on biological tissue and which make possible the discrimination of tissue regions with different optical characteristics (e.g., neoplastic and non-neoplastic tissue) over working THz frequency range, are thus expected to bring a more comprehensive screening and diagnosis of human disease, particularly in the case of cancer.
The THz transmission spectroscopy has previously been used to obtain the THz optical characteristics of skin tissue [61] [62] [63] . THz-pulsed spectroscopy has also been used to successfully characterize DNA and proteins [64, 65] , allowing intermolecular interactions to be probed. The THz-TDS combined with THz imaging could be used for macroscopic visualization of tumour margins in fresh tissues according to first published results on cancer tissue imaging using THz-pulsed radiation [66] , and later confirmed by studies on various cancer types and organs [67] .
This chapter presents some arguments that indicate that THz-TDS has the potential [68, 69] to be a superior complement to the techniques for cancer screening in use nowadays. In the work of several groups with freshly excised tissues, the differences on the refractive indices and absorption coefficients in dysplastic tissues have been mainly attributed to the presence of a higher water content. However, other possible factors have been pointed out by authors of numerous studies [70] [71] [72] . Additional studies are needed towards the determination of all of the contrast-contributing factors other than water towards an efficient, reliable and functional THz techniques and methods. Some cancer contrast factors are already known such as (1) the increase in the vasculature due to the release of growth factors that also lead to rapid cell division and higher cell densities; (2) the conditions within the tumour microenvironment that differ considerably from those of normal tissue, for instance, low oxygen levels (hypoxia). Angiogenesis is one of the main responses of the tumour to overcome the hypoxia; (3) the rapid and uncontrolled cell division that leads to an increased cell density and/or to the presence of certain proteins; and (4) tryptophan degradation in women with breast cancer [73] , and it shows a resonance absorption peak at 1.435 THz [74] , and other amino acids play a crucial role in the proliferation of tumour cells and their influence in the contrast is still in evaluation. There is a dependence of the tumour development upon the nutrients received through the blood. Tumour cells, like all other cells, need amino acids for their proliferation. The majority of the tumour cells have the capability to gather amino acids more than normal cells can [75] .
In THz-TDS, the dysplastic tissue normally shows higher refractive indices and absorption coefficients that distinguish them from the normal ones. This fact could reinforce the feasibility of THz-TDS technique for gastrointestinal cancer detection. Furthermore, the works in this area demonstrate that the higher percentage of water in cancerous tissues is not the only factor contributing to the contrast of the observed through refractive indices and absorption coefficients spectra [76] .
